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It's greater than a book. With publication of the second edition in 1955, the third edition in 1976, and
today the 4th edition in 2001, the fundamental recovery text provides remained unchanged while
personal stories have been added to reflect the growing and diverse fellowship. Initial released in 1939,
Alcoholics Anonymous models forth cornerstone principles of recovery from alcoholism and tells the
stories of women and men who have conquer the disease. Alcoholics Anonymous-The Big Book--has
served as a lifeline to thousands worldwide. It's a means of life. The long-awaited fourth edition features
24 fresh personal stories of recovery. Crucial features and benefits·the hottest resource for millions of
individuals in recovery·contains full, original text describing the A. system·updated with 24 fresh personal
storiesA.
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AA Big Reserve opposition is ridiculous! I cannot recommend this enough! My lovely daddy suffered
from alcoholism and died unrecovered I'm so grateful for this book. It really is a fellowship of men and
women who've the same desire to stay sober. Individuals who follow this program and commit to it
eventually become happy, joyous and free. I felt the reserve was telling my story and many moments I
was struck by the overall economy and perfection of the prose. i. I am not saying that I completely believe
in the complete philosophy but the majority of it provides merit. I think it is opalling and disgraceful for
anyone to blame AA for hurting more people than they’ve helped! Are you f*****g kidding me? I was in
a meeting and I was struggling to follow along reading in this copy because the webpages as in 1-4th
editions usually do not match this "special" edition. After a few reads I understood it was period to
confront my addiction issues . The negativity in these posts really proves how restless, irritable and
discontent you are. Thank god for AA and various other such programs. I’ve been sober almost six
months. It's just kind of odd, but I am still really grateful that an inexpensive paper version of the first 164
exists! We remain there at every meeting, trying to help the next unwell and suffering person.. Wondrous
book Written a long time ago and still relevant for todays alcoholic. $9. I really like the 4th edition. Will
give to a charitable organization and buy the official book, Alcoholics Anonymous. Frequently initially
when I initial considered I would have an addiction problem I read the stories in the back of the
publication . Growing up for the reason that, I had a lot of resentment and unresolved discomfort. Look
into the mirror for the guilty party. Becuse of this book I am now free of my alcoholic beverages addiction
and starting to piece my entire life back jointly ..This book may be the back bone to AA and 12 step
programs it'll sve your life in case you are honest ans willing . I believe it really is worth buying even
though you can hear it free of charge. Cryptic "locations" (see pic) won't help if you want to utilize the
"Big Book" for just about any serious function or study. Helps it be nearly impossible to follow along."
I'm truly happy I did. Not only achieved it deliver on her behalf claim in spades, nonetheless it provided
me with one hell of a perspective on everything she therefore many others have handled, and just how
vital a group like Alcoholics Anonymous is. I really like reading things that provide me with that level of
insight. It makes more sense to me right now, and it offers helped me on my healing journey. Thank god
for .. Therefore grateful. AA is not for everyone. I’m sure there are other programs that successfully help
those with the disease of addiction. There are plenty of free or online variations available that are
paginated. First fifty percent talks about how AA had become and last half shares inspirational stories of
additional addicts and alcoholics who've worked the program and today lead sober lifestyles. Very useful
and motivating.For anybody out there struggling with addiction, even if you aren’t ready to seek help,
read this reserve. You at least will know you aren’t alone. It is a program developed in the 1930’s and has
been the very best treatment for his or her members. My lovely daddy experienced from alcoholism and
died unrecovered. I found every story I examine was about me for some reason . This publication
demonstrated me that my Dad was ill, and it helped me see that even though I really do not beverage- I
was effected by alcoholism. Since I do not have this allergy/disease, I didn't understand it. I actually’ve
been sober almost six months. First, I'd like to thank counselorchick, Kevin Johnson, bankee and any
others who have obvious resentments towards AA. I understand you get audio chapters on Amazon (I
really believe it is the 1st Edition). Simpley put this reserve will save your existence and inspire you to
discover a path free of addiction . Its said you need to hit rock bottom before you can make the trip to
recovery but probably if you read this reserve you will see a method that you can avoid the horor of the
rock bottom experience. Rating is for Kindle version-Don't obtain the Kindle version if you want to make
reference to page numbers. Do not get the Kindle edition if you want to refer to page numbers. All the
best for you may you find the peace and serenity you so deserve in existence give this book a go and you
will find a new life-style .About this publication- it explains everything.Indispensable information for the
struggling alcoholics looking for recovery. IMHO contemporary medicine will never be able to come near



this free and ubiquitous prescription for dealing with ALL addictions (in MY lifetime at least). There were
100’s of thousands of those who are now content, joyous, free of charge and living a existence free from
anger, major depression, sadness and fear. This program has evolved over time to what it really is today.
Those who are cursed with this disease are NOT able to drink in moderation.e. 'a vision for you.' In my
opinion this is very very much an inspired novel that speaks right to the alcoholic and will be offering a
proven approach to recovery and life apparently beyond the reach of the dynamic alcoholic...Your
portrayal of the “program” is normally flawed and inaccurate to state the least. So far as the real content
will go, who am I to argue with the cornerstone manuscript for a fellowship which has which can help
millions worldwide. I think it is likely to make it appear to be the individual is carrying around a calendar
This small version implies that I can keep several copies in my own car and, if I'm working with a
newcomer, I can give it to them immediately--no excuses not to read the book and begin carrying it out!
The only downside is normally that it gets the year printed on the side of the book. That seems weird if
you ask me. Any time Personally i think weak or want a bit fo inspiration I open the book and read for a
while . Good book. Beautufully used. Additionally it is hardly ever AA’s fault when somebody relapses.
Choose the actual official Big Book Buy the actual book from AAWS. The book thats the true back bone
of addiction recovery.50 for the real thing directly from the publisher and keep the investment property
on the book within our self-supporting system. Special Edition which is NOT stated here. Special Edition
which is NOT stated here. The web page numbers usually do not match so if you are seriously interested
in studying the Big Book comparing with earlier editions you'll be unhappy. There is only one person to
be blamed for the behaviors we exubed. Not the state AA version This is a disappointing purchase. I
purchased it to become a component of a phone 12-step research group and the web pages are not the
same as they are in the AA edition of the book. Tremendously insightful I'm no alcoholic, but a good
friend of mine recommended that We read this to gain a better knowledge of "what she's all about. The
1st half of the reserve is how it operates in AA the next half is normally all inspirational stories that truely
do inspire you to live an improved free of addiction existence. A wasted buy! Meet my expectations Was
what I wanted Beautifully used - perfect tradition Came fast. I believe it is supposed to make it look like
the person is transporting around a calendar, but what goes on in 2019?.. Good book. Came who is fit.
Great book to have I had a difficult copy and it was stolen. It’s a great book to have. Good price
Purchased for my child good price
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